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Extended Data Figure 1: Accumulation curves of populations (A) and viral clusters (VCs, B) and
identification of abundant VCs in GOV samples (C). A & B. Accumulation curves were computed
from  50  random  shuffling  of  samples  (blue  dots),  either  with  all,  epipelagic,  mesopelagic,  or
bathypelagic samples. For each curve,  the average of 50 iterations is highlighted with red dots. C.
Schematic of the selection process of abundant VCs. For each sample, VCs accounting for (up to) 80%
of the sample diversity (as assessed by Simpson index) were considered as abundant (example for
sample 125_MIX on the left). VCs detected as abundant in at least two different stations were included
in the 38 VCs described in Fig. 2 and Extended Data Fig. 3.





Extended Data Figure 2: Comparison of VCs with other classification methods: phage proteomic
tree and percentage of shared genes. The phage proteomic tree includes the 756 GOV complete and
near-complete genomes from epi- and mesopelagic samples, and closest references from RefSeq and
Environmental phages (d<0.5 to a GOV sequence or found in the same VC as a GOV sequence). All
VCs with more than 8 representatives in the tree or part of the 38 abundant VCs are indicated with
coloring of the outer ring. The name and affiliation (if available) of the 38 abundant VCs are indicated
next to the VC on the colored ring. Branches of monophyletic clades including more than 3 GOV
and/or  uncultivated  marine  sequences  with  no  isolate  reference  are  highlighted  in  blue. Inset:
distribution of number of shared genes (i.e. number of shared protein clusters) for viral genome/contigs
pairs either between different VCs or within VCs.



Extended Data Figure 3: Summary of 34 of the 38 abundant viral clusters (VCs, the 4 other
abundant VCs being the ubiquitous ones presented in Fig. 2). Predicted genome size is based on the
set of isolates and circular contigs in the VC (NA corresponds to VCs without any circular contigs, or
for which the relative standard deviation of estimated genome size across the different isolate(s) and/or
circular  contigs  is  greater  than  15%).  Host  association  values  are  based on the  number  of  cluster
members associated with each host group, the statistical significance of this number of predictions
being evaluated by comparison with an expected number of associations calculated from a Poisson
distribution. Host associations based on known isolates are indicated with a star (for associations based
on cultivated  isolates)  or  a  dot  (for  associations  based  on the  detection  of  a  cluster  member  in  a
microbial  genome from the  VirSorter  Curated  Dataset).  The abundant  epipelagic  microbial  groups
(representing >1% of the microbial OTUs abundance of epipelagic samples) are highlighted in bold.
Distribution and relative abundance of VCs are based on the cumulated coverage of VC members



among sample viral populations. The main oceanic basins are indicated for each set of sample, Med.
Sea-Mediterranean Sea.

Extended Data Figure 4:  Association between abundant  viral  clusters  (VCs)  and host  group
abundance and diversity A. Abundance and diversity of bacterial and archaeal host groups associated
with the 38 abundant VCs (see Fig. 2A). For each host group (phylum level, except for Proteobacteria
where the class level is used), the different panels display from top to bottom (i) the number of VCs
associated with this host group, (ii) the global relative abundance of this group estimated from the
microbial metagenomic OTU counts, (iii) the global diversity of this group based on a Chao index
computation including all Tara Oceans microbial metagenome samples (i.e. including both Alpha and
Beta diversity), (iv) the distribution of Chao indexes by sample for this group (Alpha diversity), and (v)



the average Sorensen index between pairs of samples including at least one OTU of this group (Beta
diversity). OTU counts were derived from the 109 epipelagic microbial metagenomes described in21. B.
Pearson correlations between host group relative abundance or diversity indexes (Global Chao, Average
Chao across samples, and Average Sorensen across samples) and the number of VCs.

Extended Data Figure 5: Diversity, distribution,  and genome context  of  dsrC genes  in  GOV
contigs. A. Maximum-likelihood tree (from an amino-acid alignment) including the 11 viral DsrC and
microbial sequences from microbial metagenomes and NCBI nr database. The presence of conserved C
residues (named Cys-A & Cys-B, as in33) is indicated with color circles next to each sequence or clade,
and the corresponding type of DsrC-like protein is indicated by coloring the branch or clade.  The



microbial  metagenomic  contigs  affiliated  to  uncultivated,  marine  sulfur-oxidizing
Gammaproteobacteria  (as  confirmed  by  complementary  phylogenetic  analysis  of  DsrAB,
Supplementary Fig. 6) are indicated with a star next to the sequence or clade. Viral AMG sequences are
highlighted in blue, internal nodes SH-like supports are represented by proportional circles (all nodes
with support < 0.40 were collapsed). Each dsrC AMG is associated with an abundance profile (on the
right)  displaying the relative abundance of the contig across the 91 epi-  and mesopelagic samples
(based on normalized coverage, i.e. contig coverage / Gb of metagenome).  B. Comparison of  dsrC-
containing contigs maps. T4-like marker genes (PhoH and T4 baseplate) are indicated on the maps,
alongside putative AMGs (Fe-S biosyn for  Iron-sulfur  cluster  biosynthesis,  and Amt for  Ammonia
transporter).

Extended Data Figure 6: Diversity, distribution, and genome context of soxYZ genes in GOV
contigs. A. Bayesian tree (from an amino-acid alignment) including the 4 viral SoxYZ and microbial
sequences  from microbial  metagenomes and NCBI nr database.  The affiliation of microbial  clades
(either from the NCBI reference or from the LCA affiliation of metagenomic contigs) is indicated by
coloring of the grouped clades or with a colored square next to the sequence. Viral AMG sequences are
highlighted  in  blue,  posterior  probabilities  are  represented  by  proportional  circles  (all  nodes  with
posterior  probability  <  0.40  were  collapsed).  Clades  including  sulfur-oxidation  proteobacteria  are
indicated  on  the  tree. Each  soxYZ AMG  is  associated  with  an  abundance  profile  (on  the  right)
displaying the relative abundance of the contig across the 91 epi- and mesopelagic samples (based on
normalized coverage, i.e. contig coverage / Gb of metagenome). B. Comparison of soxYZ-containing
contigs maps. For contig GOV_bin_4310_contig-100_0, the second largest contig from the same bin
(GOV_bin_4310_contig-100_1) is displayed. T4-like marker genes (PhoH, Gp23 and T4 baseplate) are
indicated on the maps, alongside putative AMGs (Fe-S biosyn: Iron-sulfur cluster biosynthesis).



Extended  Data  Figure  7:  Diversity,  distribution,  and  genome context  of  P-II  genes  in  GOV
contigs. A. Maximum-likelihood tree (from an amino-acid alignment) including the 10 viral P-II and
microbial sequences from microbial metagenomes and NCBI nr database. The affiliation of microbial
clades  (either  from  the  NCBI  reference  or  from the  LCA affiliation  of  metagenomic  contigs)  is
indicated  by  coloring  of  the  grouped  clades  or  with  a  colored  square  next  to  the  sequence.  The
sequences lacking the conserved uridylation site of P-II (Supplementary Fig. 4) are highlighted with a



star next to the sequence name or clade. Viral AMG sequences are highlighted in blue, internal nodes
SH-like supports are represented by proportional circles (all nodes with support < 0.40 were collapsed).
Each P-II AMG is associated with an abundance profile (on the right) displaying the relative abundance
of the contig across the 91 epi- and mesopelagic samples (based on normalized coverage, i.e. contig
coverage / Gb of metagenome). B. Comparison of P-II-containing contigs maps. Ammonia transporter
genes  linked  to  P-II  are  indicated  on  the  map  (Amm Transp,  dark  red).  When available,  the  VC
affiliation of each contig is indicated next to the contig name. Contig GOV_bin_5834_contig-100_7 is
too short to be clustered based on a shared PC network, however the seed contig of its population was
clustered (in VC_12, Siphoviridae - P12024virus), hence this seed contig affiliation is indicated.



Extended Data Figure 8:  Diversity, distribution,  and genome context  of  amoC gene in GOV
contigs. A. Maximum-likelihood tree (from an amino-acid alignment) including the GOV amoC AMG
and  microbial  sequences from  microbial  metagenomes  and  NCBI  nr  database.  The  affiliation  of
microbial clades (either from the NCBI reference or from the LCA affiliation of metagenomic contigs)
is indicated  by coloring of the grouped clades or with a colored square next to the sequence.  Viral
AMG sequence is highlighted in blue, internal nodes SH-like supports are represented by proportional



circles (all nodes with support < 0.40 were collapsed). B. Abundance profile displaying the relative
abundance of the contig across the 91 epi- and mesopelagic samples (based on normalized coverage,
i.e. contig coverage / Gb of metagenome). C. Map of the amoC-containing contig.

Extended Data Figure 9:  Normalized coverage of  contigs  harboring AMG as function of  the
temperature and nutrient concentrations (NO2, NO3, PO4) of the corresponding samples. AMGs
are  grouped by clade  based on the  phylogeny (see  Extended Data  Fig.  5-6-7),  and coverages  are



cumulated when a clade included multiple contigs. Plots display the cumulated normalized coverage of
a clade (y-axis) as function of the temperature or nutrient concentration (x-axis) across all epipelagic
samples (mesopelagic samples were excluded from the analysis since the AMG signal was detected in
epipelagic samples), only for clades not geographically restricted (i.e. found in >5 samples, see Fig.
3C). Samples are color-coded according to their ocean and sea region (Supplementary Table 1). The
calculated preferential range of temperature or nutrient concentration is displayed below each plot for
the epipelagic AMGs (P-II-4 distribution could not be linked to specific environmental conditions, but
this AMG is the only one consistently retrieved in mesopelagic samples).



Extended Data Table 1: Summary of genes and contigs characteristics for new viral DsrC, SoxYZ, and P-II AMGs. Each gene is
linked to  its  contig,  and when available,  to  the  corresponding viral  population  and predicted  host  (from BLAST hit,  CRISPR spacer
similarity, or nucleotide composition similarity). Widespread and abundant VCs are highlighted in bold. In addition, the calculated pN/pS of
each gene is indicated (measuring the strength of selection pressure occurring for this gene, the gene with a pN/pS not representing a strong
purifying selection is highlighted in red), as well as the coverage of these genes and other genes in the contigs in 3 metatranscriptomic
samples from 3 open ocean Tara stations (cases where the AMG coverage is >0.5 and associated with the coverage of other genes from the
same viral contig are highlighted in green).

AMG Contig # genes AMG gene AMG Clade Conserver motif Predicted function Viral Population Viral Cluster

Metatranscriptomic signal
TARA_011_SRF_0.22-1.6_T TARA_039_DCM_0.22-1.6_T TARA_151_SRF_0.22-3_T

GOV_bin_5582_contig-100_61 8 GOV_bin_5582_contig-100_61-gene_1 DsrC-1 CysA NA NA NA 0.17 0 - 0 - 0 -

GOV_bin_4664_contig-100_21 6 GOV_bin_4664_contig-100_21-gene_5 DsrC-1 CysA NA NA NA 0.00 0 - 0 - 0 -

GOV_bin_620_contig-100_371 4 GOV_bin_620_contig-100_371-gene_1 DsrC-2 CysA NA NA NA NA 0 - 0 - 0 -

Tp2_85_DCM_contig-100_9217 5 Tp2_85_DCM_contig-100_9217-gene_4 DsrC-2 CysA NA NA NA 0.05 0 - 0 - 0 -

Tp1_67_SUR_0-0d2_scaffold92877_1 5 Tp1_67_SUR_0-0d2_scaffold92877_1-gene_1 DsrC-3 CysA NA NA NA NA 0 - 0 - 1.20
1

Tp1_23_DCM_0-0d2_scaffold51341_1 5 Tp1_23_DCM_0-0d2_scaffold51341_1-gene_3 DsrC-3 CysA NA NA NA 0.13 10.52 1 0 - 1.30
3

Tp1_109_DCM_0-0d2_C7640166_1 5 Tp1_109_DCM_0-0d2_C7640166_1-gene_3 DsrC-3 CysA NA NA NA 0.07 0 - 0 - 0.59
1

GOV_bin_3019_contig-100_4 22 GOV_bin_3019_contig-100_4-gene_18 DsrC-4 CysA GOV_bin_3019 NA 0.19 0 - 0 - 0 -

GOV_bin_2979_contig-100_29 6 GOV_bin_2979_contig-100_29-gene_1 DsrC-4 CysA NA NA NA NA 0 - 0 - 0 -

Tp1_23_DCM_0-0d2_scaffold130384_1 7 Tp1_23_DCM_0-0d2_scaffold130384_1-gene_4 DsrC-5 CysA & CysB NA NA NA 0.21 0.15 0 0 - 0 -

GOV_bin_5582_contig-100_23 13 GOV_bin_5582_contig-100_23-gene_1 unclustered CysA NA NA NA NA 0 - 0 - 0 -

Tp1_22_SUR_0-0d2_scaffold392_1 11 Tp1_22_SUR_0-0d2_scaffold392_1-gene_8 SoxYZ sulfur oxidation NA NA NA 0.13 1.21 6 0 - 0 -

GOV_bin_273_contig-100_0 64 GOV_bin_273_contig-100_0-gene_38 SoxYZ sulfur oxidation 0.13 0.63 53 0 - 0 -

GOV_bin_4310_contig-100_0 51 GOV_bin_4310_contig-100_0-gene_5 SoxYZ sulfur oxidation GOV_bin_4310 0.27 2.37 45 0 - 0 -

Tp1_25_DCM_0-0d2_scaffold13291_1 15 Tp1_25_DCM_0-0d2_scaffold13291_1-gene_7 SoxYZ sulfur oxidation NA NA NA 0.21 0 - 0.08 2 0.51 0

P-II GOV_bin_2191_contig-100_0 67 GOV_bin_2191_contig-100_0-gene_31 P-II-1 GOV_bin_2191 VC_799 – new VC NA 0 0 - 0 - 0 -

P-II GOV_bin_4739_contig-100_1 38 GOV_bin_4739_contig-100_1-gene_37 P-II-1 VC_112 – new VC NA 0 - 0 - 0 -

P-II GOV_bin_2784_contig-100_3 36 GOV_bin_2784_contig-100_3-gene_28 P-II-1 GOV_bin_2784 VC_799 – new VC NA NA 0 - 0 - 0 -

P-II GOV_bin_56432_contig-100_6 18 GOV_bin_56432_contig-100_6-gene_13 P-II-1 NA NA NA 0.18 0 - 0 - 0 -

P-II GOV_bin_8355_contig-100_82 10 GOV_bin_8355_contig-100_82-gene_10 P-II-1 NA NA NA 0.05 0 - 0 - 0 -

P-II GOV_bin_5834_contig-100_7 11 GOV_bin_5834_contig-100_7-gene_1 P-II-1 GOV_bin_5834 NA 0.29 0 - 0 - 0 -

P-II Tp1_38_DCM_0-0d2_C4655553_1 19 Tp1_38_DCM_0-0d2_C4655553_1-gene_18 P-II-1 NA NA NA 0.03 0 - 0 - 0 -

P-II GOV_bin_4701_contig-100_1 53 GOV_bin_4701_contig-100_1-gene_24 P-II-2 GOV_bin_4701 NA 0.11 0 - 0 - 0 -

P-II GOV_bin_2648_contig-100_1 33 GOV_bin_2648_contig-100_1-gene_6 P-II-3 NA NA VC_916 – new VC 0.11 0 - 0 - 0 -

P-II Tp1_39_OMZ_0-0d2_scaffold996_1 87 Tp1_39_OMZ_0-0d2_scaffold996_1-gene_1 P-II-4 VC_807 – new VC 0.67 0 - 0 - 0 -

GOV_bin_4552_contig-100_2 16 GOV_bin_4552_contig-100_2-gene 4 AmoC NA Ammonia oxidation VC_623 – new VC NA 0.15 0 - 0 - 0 -
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